CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

4.1 Conclusion

This chapter draws a conclusion based on the discussion in the previous chapters. Based on the analysis done by the writer, first is conclude about Linda’s personality with use the theory according to Sigmund Freud is represented through her Id, Ego and Superego. After read the novel the writer found that Linda’s Id is want to do uncommon sex wit other man, then Ego’s Linda is seen from her reality n Linda’s life that she felt bore with her activity and wants to do something different and finally she does uncommon sex with other man, and the superego the writer found that the writer found that after Linda done the uncommon sex with other man she realizes her mistake and decides to her husband.

Second finding is about the factors influence Linda does uncommon sex with other man. In this thesis the writer found there are three factors influence Linda do uncommon sex with other man. The first factor is about her boredom life, she bores with her daily activity that always monotonously, the second factor is Linda wants to take revenge toward Madam Konig and the last factor is Linda’s depression. The writer also found the Linda’s depression symptoms, in psychological symptoms the writer found insomnia and loss of interest and in physical symptoms are loss of energy and sleep disturbance. Linda’s depression also one of the factors influence
Linda do uncommon sex with other man. The depression which suffered by Linda is a kind of unreasonable depression according to Linda herself.

Thus, in this chapter is concludes the previous chapter that is analysis in this thesis. The writer concludes that the first finding is about Linda’s personality, the second finding is the factors influence Linda does unlawful affair.

4.2 Suggestions

Literature refers to reality and imagination which people feel and experience. It can be picture in the past, now and future. It does not only give pleasure for the readers, but also teaches something better for many peoples. Society refers to human association and the existences of relationship.

The writer realizes that the analysis in this graduating paper still needs many corrections. Adultery is interesting novel that can be analyzed in some many perspectives, but the writer only describes few cases that happen in the story of novel due to the limitation of time.

This graduation paper analyzes the Linda’s depression and unlawful affair that occurs in the novel and it applies psychoanalysis theory. Theoretically, in further research, the writer suggests the next researcher can apply with another theory to analyze the novel.

Paulo Coelho’s Adultery is a good novel. I suggest that readers and analyze the novel because the novel provides some moral lessons and can be analyze from
various perspectives, such as from religious, moral, and psychological approaches.

The novel also enriches our knowledge on social problems with interesting
description characters.